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Australian footballer Josh Cavallo 
has come out as gay, becoming the 
only male footballer in any of the 
world’s top divisions to do so. “I’m a 
footballer and I’m gay,” announced 
the 21-year-old in a video on social 
media. Reaction to his decision has 
been hugely positive.

While schools in the UK have been 
back in business for some time, 
schools in Uganda have remained 
closed since the pandemic hit in 
March 2020. But Ugandan President 
Yoweri Museveni has announced 

January. One of the country’s issues 
has been convincing people to 
get vaccinated against COVID-19. 
Fewer than three million of the 
45m population have been jabbed. 
Museveni said: “Even if you don’t 
come out for vaccination, we will 
open the schools and the economy. 
If anything goes wrong, the moral 
responsibility is yours.”

STABILO CHRISTMAS 
CARD COMPETITION
Last week, we helped STABILO 
launch its annual Christmas 
card competition. While we told 
you lots of lovely information 
about the competition, we 
forgot to mention just how to 
enter! Check out all the details 
on page 26 of this week’s issue. 
To enter, design your very own 
card to share with friends and 
family this festive season and 
you could win a bumper pack  
of STABILO goodies! 

UGANDA SET TO 
REOPEN SCHOOLS

DEFORESTATION 
DEAL AT COP26

A major new deal to stop global 
deforestation by 2030 has 
been signed by world leaders 
at COP26. The deal means that 
£5.3 billion from companies and 
£8.75 billion from governments 
around the world will be shared 
out to help restore land, support 
indigenous communities, 
protect forests and tackle 

Deals like this have been made 

time that the EU, China and 
the US have signed alongside 
countries with lots of forests, 
like Brazil, the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo and 
Papua New Guinea. Watch our 

about deforestation in Canada, 
at .

Elf is a Christmas classic, so it’s 
surprising there hasn’t been a 
sequel. In a recent interview with The 
Hollywood Reporter, star Will Ferrell 
revealed that one was written but he 
didn’t like the script enough, despite 
being offered $29m to play the role 
again. Ferrell felt he would have 
to be honest about why he did a 
sequel and wasn’t comfortable with 
the real reason: “[It] would’ve been: 
‘Oh no, it’s not good. I just couldn’t 
turn down that much money.’”

NO ELF SEQUELS

MAN KILLED BY BULL

More than 300 turtles have died 
and been found washed up on the 
coast of Mexico. It is believed that 
the olive ridley turtles drowned after 

nets. Olive ridley turtles are listed 
as vulnerable on the IUCN Red List, 
which monitors threatened species.

TURTLE TRAGEDY

The MOBO awards, which celebrates 
music of black origin, will return 
on 5 December, organisers have 
announced. The awards show will 

since 2017, the year that Stormzy 
took home three awards. The event 
will take place in Coventry, the 
current UK City of Culture, and will be 
available to watch live on YouTube. 
There will also be coverage on BBC 
One and BBC Radio 1Xtra.

DUTCH 
GOVERNMENT  
TALKS STALL

Talks to agree on forming a new 
government in the Netherlands 
have lasted for a record 230 
days (at the time of writing) 
with still no end in sight. The 

Freedom and Democracy) won 
the most seats in the 17 March 
elections but need to form a 
coalition, meaning they have 
to join forces with other parties. 
However, progress has been 
very slow and there is still no 
agreement between the parties. 

FOOTBALLER 
COMES OUT

A man has been killed by a bull at  
a bull-running festival in Spain. Bull-
running, where people run alongside 
bulls that have been let loose, is  
a tradition in the country. However, 
calls for it to be banned, along  

 
in recent years.

CITY IN LOCKDOWN 
IS “BEST TO VISIT”
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People who live in Auckland, New 
Zealand must have seen the funny 
side when they took the top spot in 
Lonely Planet’s ‘best cities to visit’ 
ranking. The city is in lockdown right 
now due to a COVID-19 outbreak 
and no-one is allowed to visit at all!
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SEWAGE VOTE
MPs voted against an amendment 
to an environment bill last week 
that would force water companies 
to cut the amount of raw sewage 
they put into the UK’s rivers. Lots of 
ministers felt it would be too costly 
to force water companies to deal 
with the problem. However, public 
outrage led to the Government 
making changes to the Environment 
Bill, which it says will force water 
companies to gradually reduce  
how much sewage they release.

Animal poo is being used to 
heat a building at Marwell Zoo in 
Hampshire. Dr Duncan East, from 
the zoo, said: “Using heat in this way 
from our own animals is unique 
in the UK and, as far as we know, 
across the world.” The zoo poo 
powers a boiler that heats a tropical 
house at the site.

POO HEATS ZOO

Three schoolchildren got a shock 
when they visited Mercedes HQ and 
an engineer they spoke to turned 
out to be Lewis Hamilton in disguise! 
The Formula 1 legend sat down 
with the trio, who hope to become 
engineers when they’re older, to talk 
about the importance of education 
and dedication, adding: “If I can do 
it, you can 100% do it.”

HAMILTON SURPRISE
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A JOKE tweet that suggested Ireland’s environment minister wanted 
radio stations to stop playing Driving Home For Christmas because it’s 
not eco-friendly fooled a lot of people last week.
The viral tweet by Dr Harold News read: “Eamon Ryan has called on Irish radio 
stations to avoid playing Driving Home For Christmas this festive period, 
claiming the song ‘glamorises and promotes’ car use.” 
Despite the tweet being sent out by a Twitter account that describes its own 
content as “FAKE news” and “MADE-UP quotes”, some took the tweet as fact.
One Twitter user posted: “Enough of this nonsense, do they ever actually listen 
to themselves! Does he actually think everyone is going to run & jump into their 
cars or buy them specially just because of a song.”
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CLIMATE CHANGE 
NOT RISHI’S “MAIN 
PRIORITY”, SAYS GRETA

GRETA Thunberg has criticised Chancellor Rishi Sunak’s decision to  

not taking climate change seriously enough. 
The 18-year-old activist said the chancellor’s decision to cut air passenger duty 
by half during last week’s Budget announcement was part of a “pattern” that 
proves climate change is not our “main priority”. She added that it proves the 
UK Government is not taking “real action” when it comes to global warming. 

the UK, which is likely to lead to more people wanting to travel via air. That’s 
bad news for our environment, as planes release harmful emissions into the 
atmosphere, contributing to global warming. Taking a train is much better for 
the environment, so many campaigners want the Government to make train DECADE OF ACTION 

FOR ROAD SAFETY
LAST week marked the start of the Decade of Action for Road Safety 
2021-2030; a pledge by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the 

The WHO and the UN have vowed to cut global 

year 2030.
Across the world, over 3,500 people die every 
day on the roads. That’s nearly 1.3 million 
preventable deaths and an estimated 50 
million injuries each year, making it the leading 
killer of children and young people worldwide. 
As things stand, road accidents are set to 
cause a further estimated 13m deaths and 
500m injuries in the next decade, particularly 
in poorer countries.
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We’ll have to get used to 

EXTREME WEATHER: 
THE NEW NORM

EXTREME 
report released by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). 
As world leaders gathered at COP26 in Glasgow to discuss the future of our planet, the 
WMO released a provisional version of its The State of the Climate report for 2021. 

that these are a result of the effect that humans have had on the atmosphere.
It stresses that unless extreme action is taken right away, we must get used to a world of 
extreme weather, soaring temperatures and rising sea levels. As the report abruptly puts 
it: “...the world is changing before our eyes”.
The report stresses that we are heading into “uncharted territory”, with the past seven 

months of 2021. It also shines a spotlight on the dangers of rising sea levels, stating that 
global sea level rise has accelerated since 2013 to a new high in 2021. The oceans are 
also getting warmer and more acidic, which means they can’t store as much CO2.
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A NATIONAL recycling campaign saw more than 700 primary schools and 
100,000 students from across the UK collect and transform 90,000 plastic 
bottle tops into stunning life-sized sculptures. The winning entry came from 

suspended from a tree, a very realistic-looking shark appearing out of a 
shrub, and a larger-than-life bee.

ARCHAEOLOGISTS working on the HS2 high-speed railway project have 
uncovered three incredibly rare Roman statues while excavating a Norman 
church. Two are of a head and torso (upper body), and the other is just  
a head. The two complete statues appear to be one woman and one man, 
while the third is the head of a child.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, UK
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KEEPERS at Chester Zoo found imaginative ways to get their animals into 
the Halloween spirit last week. From the impressive sun bear to the tiniest 
weaver ants, animals across the zoo tucked into their Halloween treats, 
including this highly endangered red-ruffed lemur.

CHESHIRE, 
UK
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MANCHESTER, UK

THE Royal Mint has 
released the next coin in its 
collectable series inspired 
by Disney’s Winnie-the-
Pooh, featuring the bouncy 
character Tigger on an 

a nine-coin collection that 
began in 2020 with Winnie-
the-Pooh, Christopher Robin 

coins are set to be unveiled 
next year.
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PARTICIPANTS take part in the Day of the Dead parade. The annual event 
allows people to pay their respects to dead relatives and friends.

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO
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FACEBOOK
THE social media company has 
had quite a few bad weeks lately, 
but the reaction to its new name 
change raised a few smiles in 
Israel. The change to Meta had 
already been mocked elsewhere 
anyway, but it turns out that 
‘meta’ sounds like the Hebrew 
word for ‘dead’! The change is 
due to the company’s new focus 
on the ‘metaverse’, where people 
can use VR and AR to meet up in 

ALIEN 
HUNTERS
NASA’S Chandra X-ray 
Observatory has spotted what 

in another galaxy. The exoplanet 
(one outside our own galaxy, the 
Milky Way) is located in Messier 
M51, the Whirlpool Galaxy (below). 
Is there anybody out there…?

For nearly three decades the UN has been 
bringing together almost every country on Earth 

for global climate summits – called COPs – which 
stands for ‘Conference of the Parties’ (front page). In that time, climate 
change has gone from being something some people hadn’t heard of 

to a global priority. This COP feels different, with world leaders seeming 
to understand that they need to act urgently. The decision 

to end deforestation (page 2) is a good sign!

EDITOR’S  
COMMENT

The Reverend Mike Hall owned a house in Luton, but 
had been working in Wales when he got a call from  
a neighbour saying that someone was in his house.
Unfortunately, it was too late for him to do anything 
about it, as all of his stuff was gone and the locks had 
been changed. 

“I went to the front door, tried my key in the front  
door, it didn’t work and a man opened the front door 
to me,” Reverend Hall told the BBC. “The shock of 
seeing the house completely stripped of furniture…  
all furnishings, carpet, curtains – everything – was 
out of the property.”

The criminals had faked Hall’s 
driving licence and set up a bank 
account to collect the £131,000 
that the new owner had paid for 
the house. Police and solicitors are trying to sort out 
the mess now.

THE annual Bird of the Year contest in New Zealand has been won by  
a suspiciously hairy imposter.
The conservation group Forest & Bird decided to add the long-tailed bat to 
its shortlist this year to try to raise awareness of how endangered the species 
is. The stunt seems to have paid off, because the story led to a lot of debate 
online, and the rare furry critter won the poll.
“Kiwis clearly love their native bat, and they have chosen our only native land 
mammal to be the 2021 Bird of the Year,” said Forest & Bird’s Laura Keown. 

captured the nation!”
New Zealand actually has one other native land mammal, the lesser short-
tailed bat. But all the other mammals there, including rats, mice and stoats, 
were introduced by settlers. Long-tailed bats only weigh 8-11g and its call is 
actually low-pitched enough for some humans to be able to hear it.

IS IT A 
BIRD? NO, 
IT’S A BAT!

NASA’S Juno mission to Jupiter has given us a better idea of the size 
of the Great Red Spot, a storm that has been raging on the planet for 
hundreds of years.
One of Juno’s instruments is the microwave radiometer (MWR), which has 
allowed scientists to look further into the thick layers of cloud that surround the 
planet. These clouds contain huge, violent storms, including the Great Red Spot, 
which is wider than the planet Earth and has been swirling at speeds of more 

than 650km/h (404mph) for at least 200 years! 
The MWR has shown that the Great Red 
Spot goes further below the cloud tops than 
previously thought, between 350-500km (217-
311 miles) down. The illustration to the left shows 
what Earth would look like inside it. 
“We’re starting to put all these individual pieces 

of how Jupiter’s beautiful and violent 
atmosphere works – in 3D,” said Scott Bolton,  
the Principal Investigator of the Juno mission.
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PLASTIC RECYCLING 
“DOESN’T WORK” SAYS PM
IS HE 
RIGHT

LAST week at our First News readers’ press conference with the prime minister ahead of COP26, the PM made 
a lot of headlines by saying that “recycling isn’t the answer” to the plastic problem, and that we needed to 
reduce our use of plastic instead. So what is the answer? Or was the PM just talking, well, rubbish?

HE SAID WHAT?
Boris Johnson told First News readers that plastic recycling 
“doesn’t begin to address the problem. You can only 
recycle plastic a couple of times, really… We’ve all got to cut 
down on our use of plastic. I think that’s the only answer… If 
people think we can recycle our way out of the problem,  
I think we’ll be making a huge mistake. We need to reduce.”
So, do the experts agree with anything he said?
“I don’t disagree with everything he said,” says Professor 
Stefan Krause from the University of Birmingham. He’s 
part of the Birmingham Plastics Network, a team of more 
than 40 experts looking at how we can make the future 
of plastics sustainable. “The pledge that he made for 
reducing our consumption of plastic goods, that is going 
in the right direction. He’s correct that recycling isn’t a 
solution alone but, like every complex problem, there are 
no simple solutions. To say that recycling doesn’t matter is 

of solutions. We can’t avoid using plastic, so to just say not 
to use plastic seems to really over-simplify the problem.”

THE RECYCLERS’ VIEW
Simon Ellin from the Recycling Association told us that 
people in the recycling industry “were aghast at the 
language” the PM used, but that “he was right that it’s 

Ellin says that the PM’s comments were “completely 
opposite to Government policy. The Government has 
produced a very ambitious waste strategy that has 
recycling right at the heart of it, and wants to move  

 
the Government introduces a bottle return scheme and 

 
for recycling.

“It’s a very dangerous message that recycling 
is not useful” - Professor Stefan Krause
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plastic recycling in the UK:
 The Government says that the UK 
uses 5m tonnes of plastic every year. 
Nearly half of that is packaging.

 Just 32% of all the plastic used in the 
UK every year is recycled, and less 
than 10% is recycled in the UK. 

 The UK uses 643,000 tonnes of 
plastic bottles. However, only 377,000 
tonnes (59%) of those bottles were 
collected for recycling in 2019.

 Only 33% of plastic pots, tubs and 
trays were collected for recycling.

 
 More than 14 billion plastic bottles 
are used in the UK every year. That’s 
nearly 39m every single day.  

 A billion black plastic food trays  

 Burning plastic waste to create 
energy is meant to be a last resort 
if it can’t be recycled. But in the UK, 
we burn 2.135 million tonnes of it 
every year.

RUBBISH STATS!
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DAMAGING AND DANGEROUS
“I think his comments were really damaging,” says 
Professor Mark Miodownik, a materials engineer at UCL. 
“Although recycling isn’t perfect in the UK, it’s actually 
much better than most other places in the world. 
Recycling is the best way to deal with the packaging 
that comes into our homes. We recycle our paper and 
our metals; we are going to recycle our plastics, that’s 
the future.”
“It took decades to educate people to recycle, so we 
need to maintain that rather than throwing it away,” 
says Krause. “It’s a very dangerous message that 
recycling is not useful. In this country we collect 40-
50% of our plastic waste; that’s not bad. Unfortunately 
only 10% of it ever gets recycled [in the UK]. So we could 
improve it a lot if we actually recycled the waste that 
gets collected in this country. That of course requires 
an investment in infrastructure [facilities] to do that.”

THE SOURCE OF THE PROBLEM 
One person who is on the PM’s side is Dr Matt Wilkins,  
a biologist and educator based in the US. “I completely 
agree with him on this issue,” he told us. “Recycling is  

of sustainability are reduce, reuse, and recycle, in order 
of impact. Focusing on recycling is like focusing on 

Instead, we should focus on turning off the tap and 

we should put most of our effort into addressing the 
source. Right now, it’s really cheap for companies to 
produce new plastic. If plastic were more expensive 
to make (through a tax on virgin [new] plastic) or if 
companies had a responsibility to reclaim and reuse 
plastic-containing products at the end of their life,  
we would see a lot less plastic in the environment.”
Krause also thinks that dealing with the source of all 
our plastic waste is a bit overlooked.
“The other thing we need to look at as a society is 
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how we deal with the plastic that is already in our 
environment. People are looking at how to clean up 
plastic in the ocean, but I hope that as a society we 
can start to look closer to the source, how we can 
intercept that rather than cleaning up right at the 
far end of the problem. If we could get that message 
across, that would make quite a difference.”
We also spoke to Adam Herriott, a recycling specialist 
at the charity WRAP (Waste and Resources Action 
Programme), to ask what the answer is to the global 
plastic problem. “There is no one single answer,” 
he told us. “Recycling is part of the answer to the 
problem, but only one piece of a complicated jigsaw. 
We need to stop using single-use plastics (such as 
carrier bags and plastic bottles) as soon as possible. 
And we need to look at alternatives to some plastics, 
but these also have huge environmental impacts. 
Glass is much heavier than plastic, which means 
fewer items can be transported without using more 
fuel/energy, and the carbon footprint of a paper 
bag is greater than a plastic bag. And, sometimes, 
particularly with some foods, using no packaging 
can mean items get damaged and produce food 
waste, which is much worse in environmental terms 
than plastic. That’s why we need to phase out 
problematic plastics, and use the useful plastics 
more responsibly. Recycling has a role to play in  
that – today, and in the future.” 

EVERY LITTLE HELPS
Herriott stresses that reducing and recycling are 
both important. “Nine in ten people routinely recycle 
and it’s really important that we continue to do so, 
as recycling means we can use the plastics from 
old bottles again, which can be sold to make new 
bottles, or other items like school benches and sports 
kits. But we absolutely need to stop using plastic 
so much and on everything. So buying fruit and 
vegetables loose in the supermarkets means we use 

appearing in shops means we use less materials. We 
can all make changes, like taking our lunch to school 

SAVING CARBON AND CASH
In researching this article, two claims cropped up 
a lot: that recycling plastic uses more energy than 
making new plastic, so companies don’t want to do 
it, and that the quality of recycled plastic is worse 
than new plastic. But they’re both false.
“The average energy saving is 75% when producing 
plastic from recycled sources as opposed to virgin,” 
says Ellin. “And it depends on the polymer [type of 
plastic], but you will save between 1.1 and 3 tonnes  
of CO2 per tonne of plastics by using recycled 
materials instead.”
Ellin also says that 
nowadays you can’t 
tell the difference in 
quality between new 
and recycled plastic. 
“Coca-Cola’s bottles 
are 100% recycled,” he 
says, although that’s 
only true for bottles that 
are 500ml or less. “They 
wouldn’t be producing 
bottles with 100% 
recycled content if they 
didn’t look the same.”
“He’s right,” says 
Miodownik. “When 
you get a recycled 
plastic shampoo bottle 
or drinks bottle, that 
plastic is as good as 
the virgin stuff. But the 
stuff that doesn’t make 
it that far is lost in the 
system at the moment 
and ends up being 
burnt. And there’s quite 
a lot of that stuff, for lots 
of reasons. One is that  
a lot of plastic packaging is all mixed up and we 
can’t unmix it with the mechanical process.”

THE FUTURE OF RECYCLING
When Miodownik talks about mechanical recycling, 
that’s the way we deal with most plastic now. It 
means that the plastic gets melted, crushed up and 
washed, without changing its chemical structure. 

involved in it,” Miodownik says. “But in the future, we’ll 
collect the plastic, break it down into its chemical 
components and re-make new plastic. That’s 
exciting because it means much less waste.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Because lots of types of plastic are mixed together 
and have other things like colouring in them, not all 
of it can be recovered through mechanical recycling, 
but the work of Miodownik and others could mean we 
won’t have to sort our plastics.
“Plastic is these long-chain carbon molecules, and 
you have those in your body too, such as proteins,” 
he says. “But when you have waste cells in your body, 
we have these things called enzymes that basically 
eat them up and turn them back into fuel for new 
cells. We don’t have enzymes that eat plastics, but 
we are developing them in the lab. So imagine a 
future where instead of plastic packaging going to  

what looks more like a brewery. And in there are little 
micro-organisms that eat plastic. The big problem 
with mechanical recycling is you have to sort your 
plastics, and it’s a real pain. What we really want is 
to put all plastic in this big tub, enzymes eat it away, 
‘nom nom nom’, and out comes raw ingredients for 
new plastics.”
He says there’ll still be a need to add some stuff into 
this mix but, instead of using fossil fuels, we can use 
waste bits of plants, such as stalks, that are left over 
from farming. “That’s exactly the stuff that turns into 
oil if you leave it for a million years; we just cut short 
the process!”
Although there will still be some losses, Miodownik 

instead of saying recycling doesn’t work, which is just 
not true, the prime minister should say we are world 
leaders in this technology – and we need to get even 
better.”

“Nine in ten people routinely recycle and 
it’s really important that we continue to 
do so” - Adam Herriott

These plastic sculptures on Kitsilano Beach 
in Vancouver were made from plastic 

waste found on Canada’s beaches

A group of artists known 
as Skeleton Sea create art 
using junk from the oceans. 
They made Marine Monster 
from used plastic bottles

made using types of 
plastic, so you can help 
by not buying as many 
clothes, repairing them 
or buying second-
hand, or swapping with 
friends. There are also 
more and more brands 
that use fabrics such as 
Repreve, which is made 
from 100% recycled 
plastics. The Vapor top 
pictured here is made 
from 100% Repreve, so 
the only thing needed 
to make it was around 
16 plastic bottles

“Instead of saying recycling doesn’t work, 
which is just not true, the prime minister 
should say we are world leaders in this 
technology – and we need to get even 
better” - Professor Mark Miodownik

Anyone from pupils to 
prime ministers can learn 
more about how plastic 
recycling works by going 
to WRAP’s website at 
www.recyclenow.com
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YOUR 
SAY!

A THIRD of American children aged 7-9 
use social media, a new poll found last 
month. It also found that half of children 
aged 10-12 use their devices to connect 
with others on social media apps – even 
though most have age restrictions. We 
asked you: if you use social media, how 
old were you when you began? Here’s 
what you had to say.

Join in the conversation and vote 
at 

anonymous8

A JAPANESE company has released a video of their epic 
new hoverbike in action. 
The XTurismo Limited Edition is battery powered and looks kind 

for up to 40 minutes on one charge, can reach a speed of up to 
100km/h (62 mph), and costs 77.7 million yen (£497,000).
The cool black and red hoverbike was dreamt up by ALI 
Technologies, which showcased its powers at a racetrack near 
Mount Fuji in Japan. 
Chief Executive Daisuke Katano told Reuters news agency that 
certain rules mean the vehicle can only be used in selected 
sites and not near busy roads. It could be used by emergency 
services to help them get to hard to reach areas, though. 
We reckon it wouldn’t look out of place in a Batman movie! What 
do you think?

VAX has been chosen as the 
word of the year by the Oxford 
English Dictionary (OED).
The word, short for vaccine or 
vaccination, has been used lots 
this year in relation to the COVID 
pandemic. It also forms part of 
other words such as double-
vaxxed (someone who has had two 
doses of a vaccine) or anti-vaxxer 
(someone who disagrees with the 
idea of vaccines). 
Fiona McPherson, senior editor at 
OED, said that “vax” was a clear 
choice as it has had “the most 
striking impact”. Its usage is up  
72 times since last year. 
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I’ve never used it because most social media 
platforms are 13+ and I am only 10, so I want 
to be safe and not do it until I’m 13.

I got WhatsApp when I was 10 and TikTok 
when I was (am) 11. I think these are 
sensible as WhatsApp is an easy way to 
chat to your friends and although TikTok 

search for it. My friends all have Snapchat 
and I’ll probably get that soon too.

panda89

roguelion  

I won’t use it until I am old enough because 
I don’t want to risk my account being 
hacked and my private info getting shared.

mothstar

witu78

I use WhatsApp to chat to my friends but  
I don’t use other social media at all.

I only use WhatsApp now and I am allowed 
to use Instagram, TikTok, Snapchat, etc, 
when I am 13.

WORD WORD 
OF THE OF THE 

YEARYEAR

FLYING HIGH FLYING HIGH 
ON A HOVERBIKEON A HOVERBIKE
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GUY FAWKES NIGHT 
5 NOVEMBER 
It’s better for the environment 
(and safer) to go to an 

display but, whatever you do, 
have fun, stay safe and make 
sure someone checks under 

before it’s lit! 

SWITCH OFF FORTNIGHT  
8-21 NOVEMBER 
This annual event encourages 
everyone to save energy and 
do their bit for the climate.

ARMISTICE DAY  
11 NOVEMBER 
This day marks the end of 
World War One, and is a time 
to remember all soldiers and 
civilians who have died in wars.
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 Magical 
Mystery Hunt
The LEGO Group is celebrating the 
20th anniversary of its LEGO Harry 
Potter collection with a very special 
Magical Mystery Hunt around the 
UK. On 6 and 7 November, people 

statue of the LEGO Ford Anglia in 
London, Edinburgh or Cardiff. You 
can use your phone to solve clues 
and unlock exclusive content in 
each city. If you don’t live locally, you 
can also take part virtually. There 
are some great prizes up for grabs 
too, including tickets to Warner Bros 
Studios Tour London. Check out 
www.lego.com for more.

 Flood warnings 
as a result of heavy rain last week. Severe 
weather warnings were in place across 
the UK, with the northwest of England, 
Wales and Scotland suffering the worst of 
the downfall. There were reports of severe 

361.6mm of rainfall at Honister Pass in 
Cumbria in almost 36 hours! The bad 
weather was particularly unwelcome in 
Glasgow, as the worst of it hit the city as 
it was busy preparing for the UN’s COP26 
summit, which is now underway.

UK

 Wind farm anniversary
its 30th birthday last week, coinciding 
nicely with the start of the COP26 climate 
conference. To celebrate the occasion, 
renewable energy company Good 
Energy arranged for artist Luke Jerram to 
create an experimental light projection. 
The piece, which features moving 
images depicting nature, messages 
to world leaders and recordings of 
children’s voices, was projected onto  
a wind turbine at Delabole.

CORNWALL

UK

 Diamond in  
the… rubbish
A 34-carat diamond worth £2m 

A woman from Northumberland 
took the gem to be valued after 
having a clear-out, only to learn 
that the stone was worth a fortune! 

had been in a box along with her 
wedding band and a number 
of low-value costume jewellery 

who wishes to remain anonymous, 
apparently has no idea where she 
got the rare stone.

NORTHUMBERLAND

 Pride of Britain Awards
Adults and children have been honoured 
in this year’s Pride of Britain Awards, which 
celebrate ordinary people’s achievements. 
Among the winners were Hughie Higginson 
and Freddie Xavi, who have raised more than 
£200,000 for charity together after Hughie 
was diagnosed with leukaemia. Seven-year-
old Harmonie-Rose Allen was given the Child 
of Courage award for battling meningitis and 
raising more than £76,000 for Meningitis Now, 
while 12-year-old Max Woosey was named 
the Spirit of Adventure winner for sleeping for 
more than 500 nights in a tent in his garden 
to raise £640,000 for a hospice. 

 Robot waiters
Gravity Southside, an entertainment  
complex in Wandsworth, has hired three 
robot waiters. BellaBot, FinnBot and 
OllieBot can apparently deliver trays of 
food and drink throughout the three-

programmed with sensors to avoid 

table plans to help them get around. The 
bots even can hold conversations with 
customers! Apparently, BellaBot is the 
chattiest of the three new employees. 
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KIDS SEND MESSAGES TO WORLD LEADERS 
AT COP26 - BUT SOME AREN’T EVEN THERE
LAST week, we took First News readers to Downing Street to speak to Prime Minister Boris Johnson before he headed to Glasgow for COP26, 
where world leaders are meeting to discuss the action they’re going to take for the climate. Here are some of the messages you want them to 
hear. Some leaders, such as Russia’s Vladimir Putin and China’s Xi Jinping, didn’t show up. But, First News hopes they’re all listening.

ARE YOU ARE YOU 
LISTENING?LISTENING?

“Governments should make it a rule to 
have a roof garden in every new-build 
high-rise building.” Vedantika, London

“You know sea levels are rising. What 
are you doing about it?” St Lawrence CE 
Primary School, West Sussex

“Are you listening and will you act?” 
Lucas, Dundee, Scotland

“You must stop unnecessary tree felling.” 
Otto, Bentley CE Primary School, Farnham

“You need to reduce plastic debris along 
our coastlines.” Lucas, 11, Bristol

“Eight million tonnes of plastic pollution is 
dropped into the ocean each year. What 
initiatives are you introducing to reduce 
plastic use, especially in the food sector?”  
Rahul, Egham, Surrey

“We should make a target of an amount  
of trees to plant by 2030. We are only  
ten but we care, and so should you.”  
St Margaret’s CE Primary School, Stoke 
Golding

“We are doing things to harm the planet, 
but what did the planet ever do to harm 
us?” Heathbrook School, London

“How are you going to protect our future?” 
St Lawrence CE Primary School, W Sussex

“Raise money to install renewable 
sources of energy near buildings e.g. 
houses, schools and hospitals.” Seaton 
House Prep School, Sutton

“In our school we have expensive strip 
lighting. Give schools a grant to move to 

 
Cockwood Primary School, Exeter

“Schools should study about climate 
change.” Nellum, Selly Oak Trust School, 
Birmingham

“What will you do to make sure that more 
green, renewable energy is available?” 
Ayios Nikolaos Primary School, Cyprus

“When do you think England will be  
100% renewable, if ever?” Bury Grammar 
School, Lancashire

“You need to establish sustainable 
settlements such as eco-towns.” 
Seoul Foreign British School

“Shops should only sell locally sourced 
food.” Evie, Sevenoaks, Kent

“Why focus more on COVID, when climate 
change is just as important?” Alec, St 
Winefride’s Primary School, Shrewsbury

“What are you going to do about animals 
whose habitats are being destroyed by 

Lucy, Haydon Abbey School, Bucks

“World leaders – what will you tell your 
grandchildren 20 years from now if you 
don’t act to stop climate change? Our 
planet will not survive.” Sammy

“The meat industry is a big problem.  
Let’s try to encourage more people to 
become vegetarian.” Dylan, St Paul’s 
Junior School, Liverpool
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This week’s episode of FYI is coming from COP26. Tune in at  or watch it on Sky Kids. 
You can also watch COP26: In Your Hands, which hears from children on six continents about climate change.

More comments from our 
children’s COP26 survey with 
JPI Media regional newspapers
“I think that the world leaders aren’t very 
worried for the future because it’s not 
their future, so they don’t worry about it. 
They just keep delaying plans for tackling 
climate change.”
“There is no sense of urgency or  
long-term thinking.”
“You aren’t moving fast enough;  
I want a future.”
“Make good decisions now thinking about 
the long-term future.”
“I am very disappointed in the world 
leaders and how you prefer money over 
protecting our future.”
“I trust you to make small steps but I feel 
that you aren’t taking it seriously enough 
and aren’t acting on the changes that you 
say you could make. The pace of change 
needs to increase as this will make the 
biggest difference.”
“Leaders forget that the decisions they 
make now will determine my future. I worry 
as we are cutting down all the rainforests, 
not making clean energy a priority and 
why do my parents still drive petrol cars?”
“I think politicians are too busy bickering 
like children to actually unite to face their 
nations’ biggest crisis in centuries.”
“I try to do the best I can but it isn’t 
enough. I need help, for laws to be made 
and rules for everyone to follow to see real 
change before it is too late. It needs to be 
on a bigger scale.”
“I really hate seeing people and other 
living things suffer.”

Taking the message to No 10

“Farmers must look at their land and use  
it to feed people more sustainably.” 

“Ban the use of irresponsibly sourced palm 
oil (it damages the habitats of endangered 
species and leads to deforestation).” 
Priyanshul, Lent Rise School, Slough

“Knock down several steel works (these 
release an awful lot of fossil fuels into 
the environment) and build solar/wind 

Bishop of 
Llandaff CiW High School, Wales

“In what ways can we create links with 
the local community to tackle the climate 
crisis?” Haveley Hey Community Primary 
School, Wythenshawe

“How are you going to live up to your 
promises?” Parkwood Hall 
Co-operative Academy

“Tell schools how they can contribute to 
stop climate change.” 
Annabelle, Shrewsbury

“What do you think will happen in the 
future if we don’t act now with climate 
change?” Charlie, nine, Rotherham

“Make electric cars cheaper.” 
Fryent Primary School, London

“Build new homes with solar panels for 
heating and a wind turbine to produce 
energy.” Westwood Community Primary 
School, Buckley

“Respect and protect green spaces.” 
Airi Inada

“Make sure that habitats are properly 
protected.” 

“Create an eco fund to help poorer 
countries change to clean energy.” 
Abbie, 11, London

“You need to save the animals like polar 
bears and Arctic foxes and reindeer whose 
homes are shrinking due to ice melting.” 

“I believe that my generation isn’t being 
listened to and that action isn’t happening 
quickly enough. WITHOUT IMMEDIATE 
CHANGE MY FUTURE IS JEOPARDISED!” 
Isabella, London



WE’VE First News

Put on the special #UpsideDownChallenge goggles, and suddenly 
nothing looks the same!  
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ARE YOU GAME 
ENOUGH TO TAKE 
            ON… 

Available from

100 challenges

gameplay!
The #UpsideDownChallenge

 

RRP 
£24.99



 Disneyland locked down
The ‘happiest place on Earth’ was plunged into 
lockdown last Sunday (31 October), when a single 

testing site. Police blocked the exits, as thousands 

conducting tests as the 

castle in the background. 
A whopping 33,863 people 
were tested at Shanghai 

 
COVID-19 deaths

5,000,425 people had died 

people across the world  
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OPERATION OUCH! LIVE!
“IT’S A SOLID GOLD 
POO AND WE’VE GOT 
TO TRY AND FIND IT!” 
OPERATION Ouch! twins Dr Chris and Dr Xand are swapping their 
stethoscopes for microphones this December, as they hit the West 
End for their biggest live show yet. We caught up with the doc duo 
to discuss their new live show, what makes them squeamish and 
hunting for rare poo (yes, really). 

 Let’s kick things off with something gross. Dr Chris, tell us 
something gross about Dr Xand, and Dr Xand, tell us something 
gross about Dr Chris. 
Dr Xand: I would say I have a shower more often than Chris. I think Chris 
doesn’t often bother. Once standards start to fall, Chris will start showing 

Operation 
Ouch! the other day and he was sitting there, kind of rubbing his face 
and he had all this dry skin and was getting, like, face dandruff falling 
on his scrubs. He was getting annoyed about that and saying he had to 
moisturise more.  
Dr Chris: I think that’s all true. But, Xand has the disgusting beard and  
there is always food in it! But yes, I do turn up to quite smart things 
wearing a tracksuit. 
Dr Xand: Or a shirt you haven’t washed, or a shirt with food stains on it!

 Well, that’s all gross and we LOVE IT. Does anything actually 
make you feel squeamish? 
Dr Xand: There are little things that gross me out more than the big stuff  
now. So for example, in Operation Ouch! the kid who had a staple in their 

 
a toothpick and it’s gone straight into their heel. I think those things,  
we’re still a bit yuck about. 
Dr Chris: I would agree; the toothpick in the new series is the hardest thing 
to look at – and that’s in a decade of Operation Ouch! I was cringing a bit 
doing the voiceover for that one. I try not to be disgusted as a doctor, but 
there are things on Operation Ouch! that make my bum clench.

 What should fans expect from your new stage show?
Dr Xand: The 
Quest for the Golden Poo. It’s about us going on a long, dangerous and 

about. It’s the most valuable poo in the whole of human history; mythical 
origins that go back to ancient Egypt, back to the Gold Rush in Australia 
– there are all kinds of different stories about where it came from. But it’s 

scope to do that; we’ve got a (kind of) camera we can stick inside him! 

we’re going to have to cut Chris in half.
Dr Chris: This is 
Xand’s madcap 
quest and I’m 
reluctantly along 
for the ride. I’ll 
do what I’m told. 
I trust him as a 
physician. We’ve 
got Dr Ronx, of 
course, on call, so 
they will be helping 
us out, too. We’ve 
got some anatomy 
demonstrations, 
we’ve got the usual 
bits of the show, 
with some very big 
experiments. We 

hope that every child and parent that comes will learn a little bit about 
why they feel the way they feel and learn to control how they feel. We all 
have a lot of feels, and it’s great to be in charge of your feels. 

 So, are we right in thinking we’re also going to learn a fair few 
things about poo, too?
Dr Chris: Even if you’re a consultant gastroenterologist [a stomach, 
intestines and, well, poo doctor] or an anorectal physiologist [a bottom 
doctor] you’re going to learn things about the digestive system, about the 
food you eat, about animals, about the evolution of food, emotions and 
the brain, that you will not know. 

Dr Chris and Xand van Tulleken star in Operation Ouch! Live on Stage - Not For The Squeamish 
at the Lyric Theatre in London. See operationouchlive.com



THIS THIS WEEKWEEK
1 Pixar and Disney have dropped 

Lightyear’s origin story, Lightyear, 
Toy Story

Lightyear

2  
 

 

 

3 

PICS OF 
THE WEEK

Marvel Studios’ Eternals

 

ANIMAL ANIMAL ANTICS

 What is The Pet Show
The Pet Show is a love letter 

Top Gear
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Find out more at royalalberthall.com/Christmas                                   #RAHChristmas

16. ROYAL ALBERT HALL Advertisement feature

A MAGICAL FESTIVE 
SEASON AWAITS!

FirstNews     Issue 803     5 – 11 November 2021

MY CHRISTMAS ORCHESTRAL 
ADVENTURE
SUNDAY 12 DECEMBER
Experience a magical white 
Christmas in this festive journey 
through classical music. 
We’ll be singing and dancing, 
and best of all, Albert’s Orchestra 
will bring our adventure to life!

GET TO KNOW WHAT’S ON AT THE 
ROYAL ALBERT HALL THIS CHRISTMAS

CAROLS AT THE ROYAL 
ALBERT HALL
SATURDAY 18 – FRIDAY 24 DECEMBER
Sing along to beloved classics in the spectacular surroundings of the 

carol concerts of the season. 

THE MUPPET CHRISTMAS CAROL 
IN CONCERT
SATURDAY  
11 DECEMBER
See the classic Charles Dickens 
story re-told by The Muppets on 
the big screen with live musical 
accompaniment by the Royal 
Philharmonic Concert Orchestra.

STORYTIME WITH FATHER 
CHRISTMAS
THURSDAY 2 – 
TUESDAY 21 DECEMBER
Father Christmas returns to his 
secret London headquarters at the 
Royal Albert Hall with his merry 
head elf, Crumpet, who will take 
you on a whimsical journey in this 
charming Christmas Storytime 
session – plus you’ll get  
a gift to take home! 

THE NUTCRACKER
TUESDAY 28 – FRIDAY 31 DECEMBER
Birmingham Royal Ballet’s The Nutcracker returns to the Royal Albert 
Hall this December. With its magical setting, grand ensemble and 
ravishing Tchaikovsky score, it’s without a doubt the perfect Christmas 
treat for all the family!
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TWO endangered Amur tiger cubs have been born at Banham Zoo 
in Norfolk.
The tiny cubs are part of a special European breeding programme designed 
to help the species survive. Their parents, Mishka and Kuzma, were matched 
because conservationists believed that together they would produce the 
strongest, healthiest cubs.
Tiger cubs are born with their eyes shut, so it will be a few weeks before the 
cubs open them and start to move around their den. When the cubs are a bit 
bigger, staff at the zoo will be able to see whether they are male or female and 
give them a thorough health check.
Amur tigers, also known as Siberian tigers, are the largest of the big cats.

DENTISTS have performed root canal dental surgery on a polar bear 
called Sisu, after his keepers noticed he had a broken tooth.
Animal dentist Dr Peter Kertesz performed the hour-long surgery at Yorkshire 
Wildlife Park in Doncaster, where Sisu lives. During the surgery, Sisu was sedated 
(put to sleep temporarily) so Dr Kertesz could clean the infected tooth and 
repair it, leaving Sisu pain-free. 
Dr Kertesz said: “It was wonderful that the keepers have been so observant  
and attentive to the animals, and noticed this!”
Yorkshire Wildlife Park is home to the largest group of polar bears in Europe and 
their Planet Polar exhibit is the largest polar bear centre outside Canada. 

TIGER TIGER TWINSTWINS
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POLAR BEAR 
SURGERY

REBUILDING REEFS REBUILDING REEFS 
WITH LEGO! WITH LEGO! 

SCIENTISTS in Singapore are studying ways to 
rebuild and restore coral reefs using LEGO bricks. 
The team from the National University of Singapore have 
been using the colourful bricks as a base for coral to 
grow on. They’ve been collecting loose coral from local 
reefs and then attaching small cuttings to LEGO bricks, 
which are left to grow into larger coral colonies. The team 
decided to try using LEGO to help grow coral because they 
can adjust the size of the base, depending on the size of 
the coral they are growing. They are also able to add more 
bricks as the coral grows larger. The way LEGO connects 
to itself also allows the team to farm the coral vertically, 
with lots of smaller corals grown along a string that is 
submerged in sea water. 
At the moment, this unique way of growing coral is still 
only for research, but experts hope that in the future the 
method could help to restore coral reefs around the world. 
Singapore is home to a third of the world’s species of coral, 
yet over the years many of the reefs have been lost due to 
coastal development, pollution and climate change. 
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UK’S 
NET ZERO  
PLANS 
PUBLISHED

Net Zero Strategy: Build Back Greener 

Climate change is a global emergency. 
Achieving net zero means the UK will no longer 
be adding to the total amount of harmful 
greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere.

The prime minister, 
Boris Johnson, says 
he wants the country 
“to lead the world in 
ending our contribution 
to climate change”. In 
his introduction to the 
Build Back Greener plan, 
he says: “Removing 
dirty fossil fuels from 
the global economy 
will lead to the creation 
of vast new global industries, from offshore 
wind to electric vehicles and carbon capture 

United Kingdom the birthplace of the Green 

competitive edge.”

 
Kwasi Kwarteng is the minister in charge of 
business, energy and industrial strategy, which 
are all essential parts of the effort to reduce the 
UK’s emissions. 
He says: “Now is the time the world needs to go 

UK is stepping up to that challenge. Here we set 

in the world of a major economy – to create 
new jobs, develop new industries with innovative 
new technologies and become a more energy 
secure nation with clean, 
green British energy.”

These are some of 
the main points in the 
Government’s plan:

  Create up to 440,000 
“green jobs”. That means 

the net zero strategy, such as in renewable 
energy companies.

  £350 million dedicated to help the move to 
electric vehicles.

  Plans to build at least one new nuclear power 
station, to help end the reliance on fossil fuel for 
our electricity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Expansion of offshore wind energy (above), as 
well as investments in new technologies such as 
hydrogen and sustainable fuel for aeroplanes.

  No new gas boilers to be sold in the UK by 
2035, with 
grants of up to 
£5,000 given to 
homeowners 
to install low-
carbon heat 
pumps (right) 
to replace their 
gas boilers.

  More than 
£750 million 
to restore 
approximately 
280,000 hectares of peat in England by 2050 
and trebling woodland creation rates. Peat is  
a natural substance formed by decaying plants 
over many years. 

While many people have welcomed some of  
the proposals, scientists, climate campaigners 
and opposition politicians have said the plans 

 
global temperatures. 
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Adult permission is necessary and 
parents/guardians must already have 
a personal account with Starling before 
they can order the Kite card from the 
app. Starling Kite comes with a £2 
monthly fee. Their subscription can 

be cancelled at any time. There are 
no extra charges for transfers or ATM 
withdrawals. Kite cards include blocks 
for certain merchants in order to keep 
children safe, including gambling 
merchants, nightclubs and bars. 

INFORMATION FOR ADULTS

THINK you know everything about keeping your money safe? Take our 

1. 

A) Keep spare cash in your sock drawer 
B) Ask your adult to look after some money 
C) Get your own bank card, like Starling Kite! 

Answer: Cash can be hard to keep track of. So keep it somewhere secure 
– not with smelly socks! Asking your adult to look after money is okay, but 
learning to look after your money is part of growing up. If you have spare 
cash, a bank card is a great idea. Instead of carrying lots of notes and 
coins, you get a piece of plastic to spend with! 

How did you do? How did you do? 
If you think it’s time for your own If you think it’s time for your own 

more about Starling Kite today!more about Starling Kite today!

SO, YOU THINK SO, YOU THINK 
YOU’RE AYOU’RE A MONEY 
MASTER?MASTER?

2. 

A) Show your new card to everyone at school and let them inspect it! 
B) Post photos on social media, showing off your colourful card
C) Tell your friends about it, but keep any card details secret

Answer: Don’t be tempted to give your card to anyone else, or even share 
photos online. Someone could steal your bank details and spend your 
money. With a Kite card, both you and your adult can use the app to lock 
the card and stop any spending. But to stay safe, always keep your bank 
details secret.

3. 
A) Once a week or more
B) Only when you have to 
C) 

Answer: The more often, the better. You’re more likely to notice when 
something doesn’t look right – like strange payments you don’t recognise! 
Starling Kite lets you and your adult know every time you spend, so it’s easy 
to keep track.

4. 

A) Set it as 0000 – there’s no way you’ll forget that
B) Pick a PIN that seems random, but is memorable to you 
(a historical date, perhaps)
C) Choose your birthday. Most people won’t know it, and you won’t forget it!

Answer: 

meaning to you, but for reasons nobody could know. And remember, never 
use the same PIN for two different cards!
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CAN you complete our crossword 
puzzle using the clues below?
Send in your answers and three winners will each 
win a copy of Anjali’s Story: My Magical Lip Balm 
Adventure by Preethi Nair. A story about ten-year-old 
Anjali, who decides to set up a business in lockdown 
and then unexpectedly dives into a magical 
adventure. Available from www.amazon.co.uk.
1 2 3 4 5 6

7

8

9 10

11 12 13 14

15 16

17

18

1 9 2 4 3 7
8 5 1
2 7 1 5
1 8 7 5
4 2 8
8 9 5 1

6 5 8 4
4 9 8
7 5 4 2 6 3

CAN you complete our sudoku puzzle, 

SUDOKUSUDOKU

TOYOTA Advertisement feature

THE 2022 TOYOTATHE 2022 TOYOTA
DREAM CARDREAM CAR
ART CONTESTART CONTEST
IS OPEN FOR ENTRIES!IS OPEN FOR ENTRIES!

Closing date for submissions is 31 December 2021. Winners will be announced in February 2022.

YOU’RE invited to let your imagination run wild, and come up with 
an innovative form of transport that can have a positive impact 
on society.

Entry forms and more details about the contest 
can be found at www.toyota.co.uk/dreamcar-2022

Previously, Toyota has received 
 

car that can zap viruses and 
a hoverboard that can help 
the homeless.

To enter, you’ve got to show off your dream car design against  
a colourful background and include how the car works.
You can use pens, pencils, crayons, paint or computer art tools to 

make your design. 
There are three categories: under eight, 
eight to 11-year-olds and 12 to 15-year-olds. 
You could win iPads, Samsung tablets and an 

 where you could win 
prize money for you and your school.

ACROSS
1 Baggage (7)
7 The worth of something (5)
8 London ___________ : 
transport by tube train (11)
9 Move on ice (5)
15 Soft item of confectionery 
containing sugar (11) 
17 Belonging to them (5)
18 No longer alive, like 
dinosaurs (7)

DOWN
1 Long-tailed primate found in Madagascar (5) 
2 Things people buy and sell (5)
3 Type of jacket (6)
4 At any time (4)
5 A powder used in baking (5) 
6 Requires (5)
10 Container with a spout (6)
11 Vacant (5)
12 Colour of grass (5)
13 Comic entertainer in a circus (5)
14 Rapid or fast; type of bird (5)
16 Where you are (4)

WIN! ANJALI’S 
STORY

TO celebrate the most wonderful time of the year, Smiggle is 
giving two fans the chance to win its  
fan-favourite 2021 Advent calendar!
The lucky winners can get their hands on 
25 limited edition goodies, plus the chance  

 
to win a huge £500 Smiggle shopping spree! 
And to celebrate ten years of Advent calendar 

gift card for the winner’s nominated school!
To be in with a chance of winning, just answer 
this question:

WIN!WIN!  A SMIGGLE A SMIGGLE 
ADVENT CALENDAR

 or see page 21. The closing date is 18 November 2021.
ENTER NOW! MARK YOUR ENTRY ADVENT

www.smiggle.co.uk Traditionally, what colour is Santa’s sack? 
a) b)   c) Red



COMPETITIONS: You can enter First News  
First News

First News  
First News  
First News

in transit. First News
 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS:
Spot the difference: Kermit’s ear is missing, monster has 
an extra tooth, contents of bowl are a different colour, 
steam coming from cauldron, bat has been added to 
orange balloon.

I M P O S S I B L E

N P D O

D E C A Y E L V E S

I R I A E L

A L I E N S C L A Y

S G C I

O A T S L O S E R S

W I B L S I

L E A V E O F T E N
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C O N F E R E N C E

HOW TO ENTER: 21. PUZZLE FUN

  Redwood
  Beech
  Acorn

  Pine

 
WORDSEARCH WIN! A SCOOTER 

AND ACCESSORY SET 
FROM

ENTER NOW! MARK YOUR ENTRY HAPPY

SCOOT  

ENTER NOW! M

 

SPOT THE SPOT THE DIFFERENCEDIFFERENCE
CAN Space Jam: A New Legacy

A B



Available from
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WITH the GraviTrax interactive track system, you can design and build  
your own incredible tracks to experiment with gravity, magnetism and 

Using a variety of tiles, levels, tracks and action features, you can control the 
speed of your marble. Hit a snag? Use your problem-solving skills to 
rebuild and try something different! 
There are endless possibilities to design a different track each time, as you 
explore how the laws of physics affect your marble’s journey. 
Once you’ve got to grips with the Starter-Set, there are plenty of extensions 
and accessories to give more speed and excitement to your track!

GET TO KNOW 
THE STARTER-SET
With over 100 components, there is 

Experiment with your own designs or 

(RRP £49.99)

Discover more about GraviTrax 
at
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We want to hear about your favourites, and we need your help! Head to 
TELL US ABOUT YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK EVER!

SERIOUS AND 
SILLY QUESTIONS 
WITH MICHAEL 
ROSEN

LAST year, children’s author Michael Rosen had to learn 

First News
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I think I must have been thinking of Boaty 
McBoatface! There was a competition to name a 
research boat and someone came up with the name 
Boaty McBoatface – it must have stuck in my mind! 
My mind was a bit muddled at the time, as I had 
been in what’s called a coma; I had been knocked 
out for 40 days so that I could get better, and when 
I woke up I had to learn how to walk again. I did a 
tweet about the name Sticky McStickstick on Twitter 
and people started laughing and thought it was very 
funny, so that’s where it came from. It was just me 
being silly, I think!

I had mittens on, which they had put on me to  
make sure that I didn’t pull any tubes out of my nose 
that were there to help feed me. I can remember 
waking up and saying to the nurse: “Why have I got 
mittens on? I don’t like the mittens.” She said: “Save. 
Your. Energy.” The way she said it reminded me of a 
martial arts tutor, and I kept thinking to myself: “Save. 
Your. Energy.” Because I was a bit woozy, I thought for 
a moment I might have been in some kind of martial 
arts training place where this lady was telling me to 
build up my strength so I could be better at martial 
arts. In fact, I couldn’t even move, let alone do any 
martial arts! 

I don’t really know! If you think about when your mum 
or your dad say to you: “Do you remember that time 
we went to such and such a place?” and you say: 
“No!” Well, it was like that. People remind me about  
it but I don’t have any memory of it.

 

It felt like the hardest thing I had ever had to do. I 
was shaking and I couldn’t really breathe; I felt I was 
so high up, like I was at the top of a mountain. It was 
really, really scary.

 What did you miss the most when you were 

I missed things like going to football matches to 
watch Arsenal play! But mostly I missed being at 
home with my family. 

I really enjoyed that; I thought it was an absolute 
whizz! I couldn’t see out of the window when I was in 
bed, so being in the wheelchair meant I could look 

 
I mention in the book that I watched a lady watering 

what the world is like.” I’d kind of forgotten what the 
outside was like, as I sat there and watched her water 

 
a wheelchair. 

that’s saving millions of lives, so in that way things 
are better than they were in March 2020, when we 
didn’t have the vaccine. We should carry on being 
careful; we need to continue with social distancing 

because people are being told to do one thing and 
then being told to do another, so it’s not been very 
well worked out, but we’ve got the vaccine and that’s 
a great help. 

 Who helped you the most when you 

To start off with, my wife, then my friend who is a 

and she was amazing. She came over to our house 
with a special instrument that measured how ill  
I was and made sure I went to hospital so the doctors 
could treat me. Then it was all the wonderful doctors 
and nurses who looked after me while I was in 
hospital. To learn how to walk, I was helped by  
the wonderful team at St Pancras Hospital. 

Blackcurrant sorbet! For me, it’s the best ice cream 
by miles and miles and miles. 

 

I’m not mad keen on bubblegum but I do like 
chewing gum when it’s minty, so I would say my 

No! I do like spaghetti bolognese, which is another 
kind of tomato sauce, but I don’t like tomato ketchup. 
My daughter likes ketchup but my son doesn’t, so one 
of them likes it and one of them hates it!

 

Writing makes me happy. 
Raisins make me happy. 
Hummus makes me 
happy. When Arsenal  
win, that makes  
me happy! 

Michael on 

with Ciara

Michael Rosen’s Sticky 
McStickstick: The Friend 
Who Helped Me Walk 
Again is available now
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Written and illustrated by Paul Palmer

A DAD from South Sumatra – a province on the island of Sumatra, 
Indonesia – has hit headlines for naming his son after the alphabet. 
No really, the boy’s full name is ABCDEF GHIJK Zuzu. Imagine having to deal with 
that every time you write your name. 
Reports say that his dad, Zulfahmi Zuzu, always wanted to be a writer and has 
always had a fondness for his ABCs. 

they were being pranked when 12-year-old ABCDEF GHIJK showed his ID at his 

Although ABCDEF GHIJK Zuzu is his full name, he apparently just goes by the 

SPIDERS SPIDERS 
CAN BE CAN BE 
AFRAID AFRAID 
OF OF SPIDERS!SPIDERS!

 ALPHABET
BOY

JACINDA LEFT 
UNSHAKEN
HOW would you react if an earthquake struck while you were 
presenting something to your class at school? 

 
 

 
 

 
area, there were no reports of any major damage or injuries. 
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NEW research has found that some spiders can suffer from 
arachnophobia – a fear of spiders – just like humans!

Lots of us are afraid of spiders, but scientists now say that some spiders 
are spooked by other spiders! Sounds like a web of lies, doesn’t it? Well, 
let’s untangle it, shall we? 
Research led by Dr Daniela Roessler in a study nicknamed ‘Arachno-
Arachnophobia’ has revealed to the world that when face-to-face with 
another larger and possibly predatory spider, some spiders show signs of 
phobia (a deep fear).
The scientists used jumping spiders (also known as salticids, pictured 
above) for their research. They placed various objects in front of the 
spiders, including a much bigger, fake, 3D-printed spider. 
Interestingly, like many humans would, the jumping spiders legged it,  
on all eight legs. 
The researchers saw that most of the jumping spiders would freeze in front 
of the giant fake spider and then back away – a clear indication that they 
were alarmed by it. 
The experiments showed that salticids use a “freeze and retreat” 
behaviour when shown stationary predators, but not other objects  
that are the same size. 
So if you are afraid of spiders, at least you know you have something in 
common with them now!

“You’re scared of me? 
I’M scared of me!”
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ZAPF CREATION Advertisement feature

Head to www.baby-born.co.uk or www.baby-annabell.co.uk for more information
*Zapf Creation’s ultimate aim is to have their 

entire portfolio of toys come in plastic-free 
packaging by autumn 2022.

DITCH THE PLASTIC DITCH THE PLASTIC 
PACKAGING PACKAGING 
THIS CHRISTMAS!THIS CHRISTMAS!

Tearing off wrapping paper, cutting open boxes, ripping 
through tape… it’s all part of the Christmas morning 
excitement! 
But it also means there’s a lot of packaging left over, 
some of which unfortunately ends up as waste. The 
good news is that card and certain types of papers 
can be recycled, meaning they can be reused and 
repurposed into new packaging types, ready to be 
used again and again.
Two of the UK’s most popular doll brands, Baby 
Annabell and BABY born, have made the switch to fully 
recyclable packaging this year, with all their boxes 
being made out of card – and zero plastic involved! 
This means you (or your younger siblings) can put 
their dolls on your Christmas lists knowing everything 
they come wrapped in can be recycled.
That’s something we love to hear!
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We are extremely passionate about the environment and we are always looking at ways to reduce waste throughout the company and across all of our products. Our paper comes from sustainable sources. We package First News in a mixture of 
compostable wrapper, paper wrapper, cardboard wraps and boxes, depending on the order size. See  for more information about our environmental commitments.

COLOURING 3D 
JIGSAW PUZZLE
AMAZON.CO.UK £14.99 
Create unique animal models with this 3D 
colouring puzzle set. Colour and build different 
jigsaw animals: an elephant, lion, dinosaur, 

are required and the set also includes three 
packs of marker pens. With six puzzles in each 
set, there’s plenty for the family to share.

PUZZLES
RAVENSBURGER
CHRISTMAS 
GINGERBREAD 
HOUSE 3D JIGSAW
THETOYSHOP.COM £21.00
Get Christmas started early with this 3D 

sturdy plastic pieces together to reveal the 
gingerbread house, then watch as it lights up 
using LED technology. This lovely 3D puzzle 
can be kept and displayed year after year  
or even used as a festive night light.

*All prices correct at time of printing

LEGO 
MINIFIGURE 
FACES 
PUZZLE
IWANTONEOFTHOSE.CO.UK  
£14.99 
yellow character and its wide range of expressions and 

a whole new way! With 1,000 pieces, it’s bound to bring 
hours or even weeks – depending on your puzzling ability 
– of fun for the whole family.

WHAT’S IN 
THE SHOPS?

BABY born and Baby Annabell are paving the way for a better future for today’s children by 
switching to plastic-free packaging.





SUBSCRIBE FOR SCHOOL – FIND OUT MORE AT SCHOOLS.FIRSTNEWS.CO.UK
CALL: (020) 3195 7256     EMAIL: SCHOOLS@FIRSTNEWS.CO.UK

WE WANT TO 
HEAR WHAT 
YOU/YOUR 
SCHOOL 
IS UP TO
Write in to let us know what 
you’ve been up to! Have you 
been getting creative? Been 
for a great day out? Raised 
money for charity? Whatever 
it is, we love hearing about 
your adventures, so why not 
share your experiences with 
First News readers?
Email your report (and any 
pictures you want to share) to 

. 
Don’t forget to include your 
name and age (and your 
school’s name and address 
for school news reports). By 
writing in, you give consent 
to First News printing details 
and photographs of those 
involved in the report.

DAY OF 
THE GIRL
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by Freddy Gordon
I WAS

ON 

ON 

The day started off really early to get on the  
train to London from where I live in Rotherham. 
When we got there, we got straight on the tube  
to Downing Street. 

room; I was very excited! During the 
conference we had the opportunity 
to ask Boris Johnson questions about 
climate change and to tell him 
something we would like him to pass 
on to other world leaders at COP26.
My question was: what single thing do 
you think will have the biggest impact 
on climate change? Our prime minister 
said that he felt that he had to work 
together with other world leaders at 

commitments to try to save the planet.
Tanya Steele, CEO of WWF, also  
said that it was important for world 
leaders to agree on what actions they 
would take to combat climate change. 
I really hope that the world leaders  
can work together to solve the  
climate emergency. 

Global children’s charity Plan 
International found that many girls 
in the UK say they want to try out a 
science, technology, engineering and 
maths (STEM) subject or job, but are 
told it is for boys or worry about being 
negatively judged.
The day was organised to smash 
stereotypes and change attitudes 
about STEM, because a lot of girls 
think they should be playing with dolls 
and not cars, and that’s not right. 
My day as CEO was full of incredible 
moments but being part of building 
a supercar was particularly amazing. 
That’s not something many people 
can say they have done.
I’ve always been really interested in 
maths and science, so I wanted to 
show that girls can play with cars, 

drive them and even build them if 
they want to! 
I’m 17 and I want to study medicine 
and become a physician. This will give 
me the opportunity to exercise my 
STEM abilities and I hope many girls 
will be encouraged to do the same.

CHESS 
CHAMPION

During lockdown, I’d been playing chess online, and this was one of the 

friends in person.
The location was Blenheim Palace, which is the birthplace of Winston 
Churchill, and very fancy. There was lots of space to play football in the 
breaks between games. 
These breaks were fun and long enough to chill out, which was 
important, especially because we played six games on Saturday and 

I like that we played round robin, so I had a chance to play against 
everyone in my age group. When I entered I didn’t think that I would win, 
but I was really happy to play well against some very tough opponents. 
Everybody here was kind, and I’d like to go again, although next time I’d 
love to stay in the palace!

 

JUNIORJUNIOR
JOURNALISTJOURNALIST

JUNIORJUNIOR
JOURNALISTJOURNALIST

CLIMATE CONFERENCE

JUNIORJUNIOR
JOURNALISTJOURNALIST



months after 
being appointed 
Tottenham 
manager, Nuno 
Santo was sacked 

by the club. The former Wolves boss 
was named Spurs manager on a 
two-year contract in June. He leaves 
with the club ninth in the Premier 
League, having seen his club win  

Antonio Conte will replace him. 

minutes is how long 
Emma Raducanu’s 

at the Transylvania 
Open lasted. The 

18-year-old British star, who recently 
won the US Open, was comfortably 
beaten 6-2, 6-1 by 19-year-old 
Marta Kostyuk of Ukraine. 

4

57

runs were scored 
by Jos Buttler in 
England’s 26-run 
win over Sri Lanka 
at the T20 World 

Englishman to score a century in 
Test, one-day and T20 international 
cricket. England meet South Africa in 

6 November. 

101
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SPORT SPORT 
PICPIC OF THE  OF THE 

WEEKWEEK

The Black Ferns hadn’t played an 
international match in nearly two 
years, and their lack of match practice 
showed as England secured a famous 
win on Halloween.
It was England’s first victory against 
New Zealand since 2017, and the 
31-point winning margin smashed 
the previous record of 14. It was the 
Black Ferns’ biggest ever defeat – a 
Halloween horror they’ll want to forget.
The match, which was shown live on 
BBC Two, might just be one of the most 
important in the history of women’s 
rugby union in England. 
That’s because the stunning result, 

against one of the best teams in 
the world, means England are now 
a serious contender for next year’s 
World Cup. The tournament, delayed 
from this year due to COVID-19, will be 
played in New Zealand in October and 
November 2022.
The Red Roses have now won 15 Tests 
in a row and kept their ranking as 
the number one women’s team in 
the world, ahead of New Zealand in 
second and Canada in third.
Zoe Harrison, who was named Player 
of the Match, scored one try and four 
conversions, while second row Abbie 
Ward scored twice. England’s other try 

scorers were Ellie Kildunne, Lark Davies, 
Holly Aitchison and Abby Dow. 
England captain Sarah Hunter said: 
“We’ll enjoy this evening because they 
don’t come along very often.” 
But star player Harrison warned 
against getting carried away. With the 
two sides playing each other again 
on Sunday 7 November, Harrison said: 
“Emotions are really high, at the end 
everyone was jumping and cheering… 
It means a lot, but we have them 
again next week so we cannot get 
complacent [self-satisfied]. We need 
to look at what we’ve done and what 
we can do better.”

RED ROSES RED ROSES THRASH THRASH 
BLACK FERNSBLACK FERNS

seven tries against 


